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Introduction
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• The pandemic period has presented a new challenge, distance learning has
implemented using many platforms. (Tahir, M. & Salih, 2019)

• The undeniable fact that the lack of attention to learning achievement
strengthening student's character.

• An effort to developing character education in an education environment is by
integrating character values in all subjects, also in Arabic (Syahnaidi & Baroroh,
2018).

• Research Question

What kind of process by teachers and students during this distance learning 
in Arabic learning? How the strengthening character education and concept 

of prophetic during distance learning in Arabic learning?



Literature Review
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• Agbola, A. dan Kaun C.T. (2012) describes character education is a
growing discipline with the deliberate attempt to optimize students’
ethical behavior.

• Nurrohim (2011) said The Principles of The Stage Prophetic Education
concludes that in transforming civilization of prophetic education
consist of three stages, namely tilawah ayat, tazkiyah nafs, ta’lim kitab
wal hikmah.



Method
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• This research uses a qualitative existential-phenomenological study.

• Sources of data were obtained from students, parents, and Arabic
teachers at SMAIT Boarding School.

• The technique of data collection is collected through interviews,
observations, questionnaires, and documentation studies.

• Data analysis is inductive/qualitative, and qualitative research results
emphasize meaning rather than generalization.



Findings and DiscussionFPBS UPI

Implementation Distance Learning in Arabic learning at SMAIT Boarding School:

• First, teacher. Arabic teacher have qualified competence in learning
implementation.

• Second, Students. During process of distance learning students attend it well, they
like to learning Arabic that concisting of several skills and involved in Arabic
language activities.

• Third, learning material. The learning using e-book arabiyah baina yadaik. This book
provide all skills language and contain strengthening character education

• Fourth, learning media. utilize platform WhatsApp, Telegram, Edmodo, Moodle,
Google Classroom, Quizziz, and Zoom Meeting.

• Fifth, learning method. the learning process using online learning methods.



Findings and DiscussionFPBS UPI

The Implementation of Prophetic Education in Distance Learning in
Arabic learning at SMAIT Boarding School

• The stages of prophetic education are done with the available
textbook. 1) reading Al-Quran students reading the Al-Quran verses
on Arabic textbook. 2) tazkiyah nafs (cleanse the soul) after reading
Al-Quran the students focusing themselves on receiving the lessons
that are sourced from Al-Quran. 3) Ta’lim Kitab wa hikmah means to
teach the verses of Al-Quran then take wisdom and moral values from
it.

• Parents participation.



ConclusionFPBS UPI

• During distance learning in Arabic learning interaction between teacher
and students is well established this was supported by the ability qualified
of the teacher, suitable textbooks, using media, and the thrive method.

• Strengthening of character education in distance learning in Arabic learning
carried out with the stages of prophetic education, tilawah ayat, tazkiyah
nafs, and ta’lim kitab wa hikmah. These stages including give examples of
character values that related to daily life.

• Another phenomenon, in this situation the parents directly involved in
distance learning. The parents ensure and facilitate this distance learning
well done they also involved in strengthening the character education by
communication with the teacher.
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